
next:
turn swash, noisegate, pregain to somewhere such that youre 
getting a nice stable waveshape in the last test place... self-
osc still should be off
put the scope on the junction of the 0.1uF and the 10k thats in 
the bottom left corner of the board (the 0.1uF that comes off of 
treble 2)
play with treble and bass contrls, you should see spiky thin 
waves come up when you turn treble all the way up
you should see wider waves come up when you turn bass up
you may have to zoom in a lot to see this, since the signal 
should be very very low at this test junction
if theres a problem, then of course its somewhere in the tone 
controls or the entire left side of the board (not including the 
diodes)

next:
turn postgain down, and postclip off... 
put the scope at pin 1 of TL072
as you turn postgain up, you should see the waveshape from the 
last test place, but amplified a lot...flip postclip and see the 
signal shrink to a single amplitude no matter where you turn 
postgain (excpet it might shrink a bit when you tuen postgain all 
the way down)
if somethigns wrong here, then the problem is with the section 
from the diodes to the left side of the TL072 (pins 1-3)... if 
you see just a solid high frequency when you dont play then try 
putting a 1000pF (102) cap between pins 1 and 2 of TL072... 
actually try it anyways and see if you like the soudn better...

final test:
put the scope on the output jack...
turn volume up and down,.... it should shrink from zero to a 
heavily peaked noisy signal... 
now turn self-osc up slowly... as you do that, flip the pre and 
post clip switch and play with noise gate and swash  till you 
hear it start to make crazy sounds on its own... if you cant get 
it to make any noises on its own then self osc probably isnt 
hooked up right... 

ok youre done!
let me know how helpful this was, or what areas i could explain 
better... im in a bit of rush as i write so i didnt have a chance 
to proofread...

1. Power (see Tweaking Power sheet. DON'T SKIP THIS STEP!!!!)

Test 12. 
Self-osc: clicked off
Pregain: all the way down
Pre-clip: switched off (to where it doesnt pu the diodes in circuit)
Noise gate: half way up
On/off: make sure its on!

Scope should show little or no signal when you play a guitar
now turn pre-gain slowly up and you should see a guitar signal come into view, growing in size
 till it peaks out and looks sorta square wave-ish (flat tops and bottoms)
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O-scope settings: 2V/div., 5mS/div

Problem somewhere between input jack and the board (including the switch)
Or around the side of the TL062 where pregain and pins 1-4 are.
Or with the pregain control

Test 23

Pregain: all the way up
Preclip: off
Self-osc: clicked off
Swash: midway
Noisegate: mdway

Turn noisegate up and down and you should see the dc level of the input move up and down
from ground to around 4V

Problem on or around the noisegate pot

Test 33
you should see some waveshape that responds when you turn the noisegate and swash

Turn pregain all the way down for a moment and make sure that the signal shrank considerably..

Turn pregain back up all the way.
Flip pre-clip to "on"... the waveshape should shrink... 

Problem on or around swash control, or general problem around TL062

General problem around this side of TL062 (pins 5-8)

Problem on or around pre-clip control, or the diodes.


